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M E M O R A N D U M

TO: Chief George N. Turner

FROM: Deputy Chief Ernest N. Finley, Jr.
Deputy Chief Calvin W. Moss

DATE: October 10, 2011

RE: OCCUPY ATLANTA PLAN OF ACTION

Attached, please find the Plan of Action for the Occupy Atlanta demonstration. This document
represents a scalable response framework for ongoing demonstration activity within the City of
Atlanta. The initial roll call for the Occupy Atlanta detail is scheduled for 9:00 p.m. on Monday,
October 10, 2011.
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Introduction

A group referring to itself as Occupy Atlanta announced its intention to demonstrate at Woodruff

Park in downtown Atlanta beginning Friday, October 7, 2011. Since that time, a group of from

50-150 individuals has erected numerous tents and has remained in Woodruff Park around the

clock. The group has joined similar demonstrations in New York City and Washington, D.C.

and has announced its intentions to remain in the park indefinitely to take a stand "until change

comes," although it is unclear precisely what change is desired. Accordingly, the Atlanta Police

Department has developed a scalable plan of action, based on available intelligence, to ensure the

safety of all and to counter any illegal demonstrator activity that may occur.

The Atlanta Police Department Homeland Security Unit has been actively monitoring

demonstration planning by the group and has identified additional planned activities such as an

announced Tuesday, October 11 march to Bank of America Headquarters and a planned Occupy

CNN effort being planned for Friday, October 14. Based on current information, daily

demonstrations and an "occupation" of Woodruff Park are anticipated to take place indefinitely.

The group may have additional demonstration targets that are unknown at this time. Developing

information is being shared with affected law enforcement agencies to facilitate effective

operations throughout the law enforcement community.

Problem:

The City of Atlanta has experienced the presence of active demonstrations at Woodruff Park

with other potential locations in the City. These events are expected to present potential crowd

management and traffic flow challenges. In addition, Woodruff Park closes to the public at

11:00 p.m. daily and multiple signs announcing the closure are posted throughout the park.

Presence in the park after closing time violates the Atlanta City Code of Ordinances.

1, Crowd Control

2. Traffic Control
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A. Anticipated Protest Schedule

Occupy Atlanta demonstrators have indicated their intent to remain at Woodruff Park
around the clock and to hold planned demonstration activities there and elsewhere in the
City of Atlanta.

B. Objectives and Philosophy

The goal of the Atlanta Police Department through this plan of action is to support,
maintain and coordinate services that are fair, unbiased, judicious and respectful of the
dignity and rights of all individuals. The department will work in partnership with all
participating government agencies, private organizations and individuals to ensure the
safest possible environment.

C. Assumptions

1. The Occupy Atlanta event is expected to draw an unknown number of demonstrators
to the City of Atlanta in an effort to publicly express their dissatisfaction with the
current state of the economy and other concerns.

2. Similar events in New York, Washington, D.C. and other U.S. cities have resulted in
hundreds of arrests. Accordingly, significant demonstration activity is highly
probable.

3. The anticipated demonstration groups have made known their intention to publicly
demonstrate at Woodruff Park, the Bank of America and CNN Center. Other target
locations may exist, with demonstrations expected daily.

D. Operational Concepts

1. The Atlanta Police Department respects the First Amendment rights of all individuals
who wish to demonstrate, provided those demonstrations are conducted lawfully and
do not harm persons or property. The department is committed to providing a safe
environment for all.

2. A contingent of discretionary personnel will be deployed and dedicated to the event,
including mobile field force personnel, if needed. Discretionary force personnel will
report to the incident commander(s) for the duration of the event.

3. Sworn personnel supporting normal police operations and discretionary force
personnel will be scheduled for eight-hour shifts during the deployment period.

4. Evening Watch personnel assigned to the Zones will be held over on Monday,
October 10, 2011 until released by the deputy chief of the Field Operations Division.
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5. Off days will be cancelled for discretionary force personnel if deemed necessary due
to developing events.

6. The operational period for the Occupy Atlanta deployment will begin Monday,
October 10, 2011 at 9:00 p.m. and remain in effect until a date and time determined
by the incident commander.

7. The initial roll call for discretionary personnel will be held in the Joint Operations
Center (JOC), 2 '
October 10, 201
Center (JOC), 2nd floor, Atlanta Public Safety Headquarters, at 9:00 p.m. on Monday,

8, Any telephone conference calls will be coordinated by the Communications staff and
will take place as needed during the deployment.

E. Roles and Responsibilities

1. The Atlanta Police Department will be the lead law enforcement agency for managing
demonstration activity within the City of Atlanta.

2. The Georgia State University (GSU) Police Department will be the lead law
enforcement agency for managing demonstrator activity on the property owned by
GSU. The Atlanta Police Department will provide operational support to the extent
possible if requested by the GSU Police Department.

3. Absent exigent circumstances, the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT)
and the Georgia State Patrol (GSP) has the sole authority to make decisions regarding
any traffic flow changes on any interstate highway.

4. The primary crowd control unit will consist of those segments of the Atlanta Police
Department Occupy Atlanta discretionary force that are activated for the event.

5. All Atlanta Police personnel trained in Mobile Field Force tactics and who have been
issued Hatch protective equipment will maintain the equipment with them while on
duty during the deployment period to facilitate immediate response should additional
crowd control resources become necessary.

6. Atlanta Police Department personnel will not don the Hatch protective equipment
unless directed to do so by the incident commander.

7. SWAT and EOD functions in the City will be coordinated by the Atlanta Police
Department SWAT Team. The SWAT Team may be required to assist with crowd
control or the dispersion of chemical agents, if needed.

8. The Special Operations Section Motorcycle Unit will have primary responsibility for
managing traffic flow as well as coordinating responses to unanticipated traffic
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problems. The Motorcycle Unit will establish traffic control measures surrounding
any demonstration activities to promote a safe environment for demonstrators,
responding personnel and the public at large.

9. The Intelligence Unit will deploy undercover teams for demonstration group
monitoring as needed and will be responsible for maximizing intelligence resources
to make pertinent information available to the incident commander(s) and deployed
discretionary force personnel. The Unit will coordinate information sharing with
other affected law enforcement agencies and provide periodic updates as required.

10. The Helicopter Unit will provide surveillance and serve as an aerial platform for
managing demonstrations and traffic responses by the discretionary force.

11. In the event the Joint Operations Center is activated, the Information Services Section
will manage the Joint Operations Center to coordinate resources and the response to
public safety issues within the City of Atlanta. The JOC will maintain an event log,
monitor radio communications, maintain statistical data, provide reports and serve as
departmental liaison with other agencies.

F. Multi-Agency Coordination

To promote a safe and effective operation, the Atlanta Police Department has coordinated
efforts with federal, state and local agencies in Metro Atlanta. Involved agencies include:

Atlanta Department of Corrections
Atlanta Department of Law
Atlanta Department of Parks, Rec. & Cultural Affairs
Atlanta Department of Public Works
Atlanta Fire Rescue Department
Atlanta Fulton County Emergency Management Agency
Atlanta Municipal Court
Fulton County Solicitor's Office
Georgia State Patrol
Georgia State University Police Department
Fulton County Sheriffs Department

G. Organization of the Operations Plan

The Occupy Atlanta plan of action will involve the deployment of a discretionary force of
personnel to include mobile field force personnel, arrests teams, and traffic response
teams, if needed. An incident command system organizational chart will be disseminated
under separate cover.
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H. Communications - Joint Operations Center

1. Operating Times

The Joint Operations Center will be activated as determined by the Chief of Police.

2. Radio Communications Plan

Communications Section staff will coordinate radio communications through the
Atlanta Police Department 911 Center. The Battery Truck will be deployed by the
Communications Section and will be available throughout the event. Event
operations will utilize the following radio talk groups for radio communications. ICS
Form 205 is attached.

Channel
APS Command

SOS

M A I

MA 2
Corr Tran 2

ATL MA SW 1
ATLMASW2

AFD TAG 6
AFD TAG 5

CW1
COMNET

Assignment
Unified Command

Traffic Control

Arrest Teams

Arrest Teams talk around
Corrections Transport
Tactical Groups
EOD Teams
Fire/EMS
Secondary Fire/EMS talk group
Public Works
Private Security

Units
Commanders talk around
Motorcycle Unit
Helicopter Unit
Battery Van
Assigned personnel

Assigned personnel
Corrections Transport
SWAT
Bomb Teams
Fire/EMS
Fire/EMS
Public Works
Private Security

3. Conference Calls

The Communications Section will coordinate telephone conference calls for
command staff members if such are needed. These conference calls will be
utilized to provide updates on intelligence and operational issues. SSD staff will
provide affected personnel with call in authorization numbers and instructions for
participating in the conference calls.

I. Uniform of the Day

1. Assigned FOD and CSD personnel will wear the issued Class A uniform.

2. Motorcycle Unit, Air Unit, SWAT, and APEX personnel will wear the issued duty
uniform for their assignment.
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3. Personnel trained in Mobile Field Force measures will maintain the Hatch protective
equipment, helmet, shield and 36-inch baton in team vehicles for ready access at all
times. No personnel will don the Hatch protective equipment unless specifically
directed to by the incident commander. The determination as to which, if any,
equipment teams deploy with will be made by the incident commander and team
leaders and based on demonstrator activity at the scene.

J. Roll Calls

All discretionary force personnel will attend roll call at the Joint Operations Center, 2" floor,
Atlanta Public Safety Headquarters at 9:00 p.m. on Monday, October 10, 2011. If the
demonstrations should span additional deployments periods, assigned personnel will attend
mass roll call at the beginning of their scheduled tour of duty. Each roll call will include an
intelligence update,, detailed operations briefing and a review of demonstration guidelines
and First Amendment privileges to ensure a consistent and lawful law enforcement response.

K. Initial Stand By Location

Following mass roll calls at the Public Safety Headquarters, discretionary force personnel
will remain in a standby mode at the Atlanta Police Underground Precinct, 94 Pryor Street,
SW. In the event that demonstration related enforcement action is necessary, Arrest Team
personnel may be deployed to a scene for response and assessment. Upon arrival, the Arrest
team leader will confer with the incident commander, assess the situation and determine the
need for additional personnel. It is important that, if dispatched, Arrest Team personnel,
videographer, booking officers and wagon drivers remain intact as a single response group
and travel en mass to the scene.

L. On Scene Response

The Occupy Atlanta deployment plan provides a variety of deployment options to facilitate a
scalable and measured response to demonstration activities. The deployment strategy for the
event is to utilize the minimum number of personnel and response elements in order to
effectively address the circumstances at the demonstration scene. It should be emphasized
that the level of law enforcement response will be determined by the actions of demonstrators
at the scene, the potential threat of injury or damage and other considerations affecting public
safety.

1. Motorcycle Unit - Aviation Support

If significant demonstration activity is reported by the initial officers on scene or
by Intelligence personnel, the Helicopter Unit and/or a team of Motors Unit
officers will be assigned to the area to assist in monitoring developments and
managing the scene. If demonstration activity is such that traffic is adversely
affected, the Motors team will establish a safe traffic perimeter and redirect traffic
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as needed. The Helicopter Unit will be utilized as an aerial surveillance platform
providing video downlink feeds to the JOC for deployment decisions.

2. Arrest Teams

In the event that demonstrator conduct requires the deployment of additional
personnel, the incident commander will assign an Arrest Team, with
videographer, booking officers, and prisoner wagon to respond. Intelligence
personnel will also serve as videographers, capturing the scene from an overall
perspective. The Arrest Team, including Arrest Team personnel, assigned
videographer, booking officers and assigned wagon driver will respond,
remaining intact as a single response group and traveling en mass to the general
area.

If the situation allows, only the Arrest Team leader, incident commander and
videographer will report to the scene and engage the demonstrators, while the
remaining Arrest Team members stage out of sight in the immediate area. The
Arrest Team leader will attempt to engage the demonstrators and determine the
group's objective. The assigned videographer should videotape the behavior of
the demonstrators and all dialogue between the demonstrators and Arrest Team
leader.

The incident commander will monitor the situation personally from the scene or
via video surveillance. Based on observations, intelligence from the scene, and
reports from the Arrest Team leader, a determination will be made whether
further deployment is needed. If warranted, the remaining Arrest Team members
will be summoned to the scene. The determination as to which, if any, equipment
teams deploy with will be made by the incident commander and team leaders and
based on demonstrator activity at the scene.

Should demonstrators engage in illegal activity and enforcement action is
anticipated, the Arrest Team leader and incident commander will make a
determination if arrests are necessary. In these instances, the incident commander
will ensure that a crowd dispersal order is issued multiple times and documented.
The order will explain that the conduct is a violation of the law and that failure to
comply with lawful instructions to cease will result in arrest. The crowd dispersal
orders should be given multiple times to allow individuals who wish to comply to
do so. The date, times, location and person issuing the orders should be
documented. An extrication team will be activated if tactics such as sleeping
dragons, chains, locks, etc. are employed.

Throughout the Occupy Atlanta deployment, the utmost care should be taken to
ensure that demonstrations are permitted, provided that they remain lawful and do
not threaten or injure persons or property. Every effort should be made to identify
a mutually acceptable resolution that balances public safety with the rights of all.
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3. Mass Arrests
It

Should demonstrator behavior necessitate multiple enforcement actions, the
incident commander and Arrest Team leader(s) will coordinate the action of their
teams. In non-emergency situations, pre-arrest warnings and the reading and
documenting of an order(s) to disperse should be employed whenever practical.
If mass arrests are required, the following process should be used when
circumstances permit:

a) The arrest team, videographer and booking officer(s) will respond and
videotape the circumstances present, including officer interaction with
participants.

b) The assigned spokesperson will issue, document and videotape pre-
arrest warnings (Crowd Dispersal Order), if utilized.

c) In the event arrests are necessary, the arrest team will take control of the
arrested person(s).

d) A designated booking officer will photograph the arrested person with
the arresting officer and maintain a log of arrestees. In cases where
arrestees refuse to provide their identity or utilize the same names (i.e.
John Doe, Jane Doe, etc.), a sequential numbering system will be
utilized by the booking officer to effectively track arrested individuals.

e) The booking officer will record the arrest information, the elements of
the crime committed, and any force used and will testify in court as
needed.

f) The arrest team will remove the arrestee(s) and turn them over to a
wagon driver or Corrections personnel for transport. Prisoner(s) will
initially be housed in the transporting bus/van/vehicle while paperwork
is completed.

g) The booking officer(s) will complete all necessary reports, arrest tickets,
and other documents needed for transport to the appropriate jail facility.
Elements of the crime and any force used are to be thoroughly
documented in the appropriate reports.

h) The arrest team member(s) and booking officer(s) will return to their
assigned area.

i) The arrest team supervisor will capture and report information on
persons arrested, charge(s), etc. to the Mobile Command Post to be
entered in the event log.
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j) At the conclusion of the daily tour of duty, arrest team leaders or
supervisors will provide a copy of any incident reports, arrest tickets,
and photographs of arrestees from the shift to the Mobile Command
Post.

M. Operational Support Functions

1. Forward Command Post

A mobile command vehicle will be deployed at the Atlanta Police Underground
Precinct, 94 Pryor Street, SW.

2. Tactical and EOD Response

Tactical, SWAT, and EOD functions in the City will be coordinated by the
Atlanta Police Department SWAT Team. SWAT tactical and EOD Bomb Tech

; Teams will be pre-positioned at or near the Atlanta Police Underground Precinct
for rapid deployment if needed. The SWAT Team may be required to assist with
crowd control or with the dispersion of chemical agents, if needed. The need for
the use of chemical agents will be determined by the incident commander, in
consultation with the SWAT Team commander. Prior to any such deployment,
the SWAT Team commander will ensure that additional crowd dispersal orders,
including a warning that the use of chemical agents is imminent, is given prior to
deployment. Such warnings will be documented, with notifications to radio, the
affected Zone commander and the chief of police.

2. Mounted Patrol

Mounted personnel will be available to augment the uniformed presence outside
the park and to conduct directed patrols in parks and other demonstration activity
takes place. They will be available for assignment as needed by the incident
commander.

3. Air Support

The Atlanta Police Helicopter Unit (Phoenix I and II) will provide continuous air
support during the hours of discretionary force deployment. The Unit will
provide intelligence and serve as an aerial platform for managing demonstrations
and traffic responses by the discretionary force. A video downlink will be
available to the incident commander for use in deployment decisions.

4. Tactical Medics

Atlanta Fire Rescue Department tactical medics will be on hand and available at
the scene of any mass arrests to render medical assistance or aid if needed.
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5. Extrication Team

An Extrication or Cut Team will be activated if needed. In the event that
demonstrators employ implements such as chains, locking devices, sleeping
dragons, etc., the Extrication Team will be deployed with tools and equipment to
safely defeat such apparatus. The Extrication Team and affected Arrest Team
leaders will coordinate activities on scene to ensure a safe working environment.
Prior to Extrication Team engagement, emergency medical personnel will be
summoned to the scene as a precautionary measure.

6. Department of Corrections

The Atlanta Department of Corrections will provide two (2) 42-passenger
prisoner busses and one (1) handicapped-accessible van in the event that arrests
exceed the capacity of the assigned APD transport wagons.

7. Georgia State Patrol - Georgia Department of Transportation

The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) and the Georgia State Patrol
(GSP) has the sole authority to make decisions regarding any traffic flow changes
on any interstate highway. Accordingly, these agencies will be the lead agencies
in the event of demonstration activity that negatively affects traffic conditions on
any interstate highway in the City of Atlanta.

8. Georgia State University Police Department

The Georgia State University (GSU) Police Department will be the lead law
enforcement agency for managing demonstrator activity on the property owned by
GSU. The Atlanta Police Department will provide operational support to the
extent possible if requested by the GSU Police Department. Contact with the
GSU Police Department may be made through the Dispatch Desk at (404) 413-
3333.

9. MARTA

Should demonstrations involve physically handicapped individuals, responding
personnel will use care if they are to be taken into custody. A handicapped
accessible van provided by the Department of Corrections will be utilized to
ensure the safe movement of wheelchair-bound individuals and facilitate
transport. If arrests of individuals in wheelchairs surpass the transport capacity of
the Corrections handicapped-accessible van, the Metro Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority will be requested to provide a handicapped-accessible van and driver, if
needed. The request for such assistance will be coordinated through the Mobile
Command Post. For security reasons, a uniformed officer will be assigned to the
van if it is utilized.
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10. Department of Public Works

The Department of Public Works (DPW) has been notified of the anticipated
demonstrations and the possible need for rapid deployment of metal barricades,
water barricades and/or wooden barricades. If needed, DPW assistance will be
requested via the Mobile Command Post.

11. Complaints

In order to promptly and effectively respond to any formal complaints waged
against discretionary force personnel during the Occupy Atlanta deployment, the
following process will be enacted. If a complaint is brought to the attention of
any assigned personnel, a discretionary force supervisor should be immediately
notified and respond to the scene. The supervisor should take all reasonable steps
to resolve the complaint on the scene, documenting the situation as required by
standard operating procedures, Personnel from the Office of Professional
Standards will be on site to respond to any complaints or allegations such as part
one complaints.

N. Contingency Plans for Additional Staffing

The deployment strategy for the OSA event will facilitate a scalable deployment and
response as determined by unfolding events and will employ the following order of request
and activation, as determined by developing circumstances.

1. Discretionary Force Arrest Team(s)
2. Discretionary Force Mobile Field Force Team(s)
3. Motorcycle Unit
4. Mounted Patrol
5. Atlanta Police SWAT personnel
6. On duty personnel who are MFF trained*
7. Sworn Atlanta Police personnel available, including CID and SSD
8. Georgia State Patrol
9. DPS Motor Carrier Compliance Division
10. MARTA Police Department
11. Fulton County Police Department
12. Dekalb County Police Department
13. Cobb County Police Department
14. Clayton County Police Department

* All APD commands have been directed to notate on daily assignment sheets those
personnel who have been MFF trained. Additionally, all MFF trained personnel have
been directed to maintain issued MFF equipment with them at their worksite
throughout the deployment period.
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0. Logistics

1. Barricades

The Special Operations Section will deploy a barricade truck to assist the
Department of Public Works with metal, water and/or wooden barricades if
needed. The filling of water barricades will be requested of Atlanta Fire Rescue
personnel through the Mobile Command Post, if needed. The SOS barricade
truck will operate on SOS frequency and may be requested via radio.

2. Battery Truck

The Communications Section Battery Truck will deploy throughout the
discretionary deployment period. The truck will be stationed at Public Safety
Headquarters for roll call(s). The Battery Truck will operate on SOS radio.

3. Mobile Property Management Truck

In the event of mass arrests at a single location, the Property Control Unit will
deploy the Mobile Property Management Truck to aid in safeguarding and
maintaining the chain of custody of evidence and/or property. Property
Management personnel will coordinate this effort.
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Atlanta Code of Ordinances, Section 110: Parks and Recreation. Article III: Park Rules:

Sec. 110-56.-Violations.

(a) The violation of any rule and regulation governing the use of any park shall be deemed a
violation of this Code of Ordinances and shall be punished as provided in section 1-8 thereof.
In addition to the section 1-8 sanctions, in the event that a person's violation of any park rule or
regulation results in damage to a park, including but not limited to its infrastructure or plants, the
person also shall be responsible for reimbursing the city for the cost of repairing the
damage, or replacing the damaged item(s) if the city finds that replacement is necessary."

(Under Code Section 1-8, a person convicted of a violation of the Code "shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding $1,000.00, imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, work on the
public streets or on public works of the city for not more than six months, supervised home
confinement for a term not to exceed six months, or any combination thereof. With respect to
violations of this Code that are continuous with respect to time, each day the violation continues
is a separate offense.")

Sec. 110-59. - Prohibited conduct.

(a)No person shall do any of the following in any park:

(l)CIimb or lie upon any tree, shrub, fence, statue, monument or fountain.

(4)Use any area for changing clothing, other than an area designated for that purpose.

(6)Disobey the lawful order of a police officer.

(8)Play, practice or otherwise participate in any game, sport or other recreational activity that
is destructive to the lawn, plants, walls, road, or other infrastructure of a park, except at or
upon places designated for that game, sport or recreational activity. By way of example, these
activities shall include but not be limited to wearing sneakers with cleats, playing rugby or
volleyball, or skateboarding off of park walls.

(9)Knowingly, or through reckless behavior, destroy or damage the lawn, plants, walls,
road, or other infrastructure of a park, except by written permission from the commissioner or
her/his designee.

(lO)Drive stakes, posts, poles or any other device or dig holes for the purpose of securing
stakes, posts, poles or any other device for any reason, including to erect a tent, stage or other
structure, except by written permission from the commissioner or her/his designee.

(12)Erect a tent or canopy with a finished dimension greater than ten feet by ten feet, or be
in possession of an erected tent or canopy with the same dimensions, without receiving the
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written permission of the commissioner, as well as all other applicable permits required by this
Code. This rule shall not apply to Camp Allatoona.

(13)Bring in, carry, possess, or permit a minor child one's custody to bring in, carry or possess,
glass containers except for authorized vendors who shall retain and remove from the park all
glass containers utilized in their activities. This rule shall not apply to the Chastain Park
amphitheater when performances are being given therein.

(15)Use a playscape or park bench for other than its intended use and/or purpose.

(17)Hang any sign, banner, or any other item from a tree located in the park.

Sec. 110-60. - Use of public parks at night.

(a) No person shall be in any park or upon any park lane or park drive between the hours
of 11:00 p.m. and 6;00 a.m. daily, except that the hours for use of the Chastain Park
amphitheater are extended until 1:00 a.m. on nights when performances are being given in the
Chastain Park amphitheater as provided in section 110-59(c), or except if the person has a
festival or assembly permit for consecutive days and is performing duties not possible during the
normal festival or assembly hours.

(b)This section shall not prevent the use at any time of thoroughfares that are part of the system
of streets and highways of the city which traverse any part or portion of any public park.

(c)No person shall park any vehicle on any of the roads, drives, avenues or parking lots in any
park between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. daily. The chief of staff may provide a
parking permit exempting a vehicle from this rule, to any person(s) involved with a legitimately
permitted event occurring in any park, where the chief of staff finds that said person has a
legitimate need to park her/his vehicle in said park between 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Nothing in
this section shall limit the commissioner's authority to close portions of a park to traffic at other
times, as is provided in Code section 110-61.

Section 110-76:
Alcohol consumption in a park is prohibited except during permitted outdoor festivals.
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CROWD DISPERSAL ORDER

I am and I represent the Atlanta Police Department. Your
conduct is in violation of (Georgia Code Section) (City of Atlanta Ordinance number)

, entitled, . I command you in
the name of People of the State of Georgia to disperse, and if you do not, you shall be arrested
for violation of (Code Section) (City Ordinance number) , entitled,

Atlanta Code of Ordinances, Section 110: Parks and Recreation, Article III: Park Rules:
Sec. 110-56.-Violations.

(a) The violation of any rule and regulation governing the use of any park shall be deemed a
violation of this Code of Ordinances and shall be punished as provided in section 1-8 thereof.
In addition to the section 1-8 sanctions, in the event that a person's violation of any park rule or
regulation results in damage to a park, including but not limited to its infrastructure or plants, the
person also shall be responsible for reimbursing the city for the cost of repairing the
damage, or replacing the damaged item(s) if the city finds that replacement is necessary."
(Under Code Section 1-8, a person convicted of a violation of the Code "shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding $1,000.00, imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, work on the
public streets or on public works of the city for not more than six months, supervised home
confinement for a term not to exceed six months, or any combination thereof. With respect to
violations of this Code that are continuous with respect to time, each day the violation continues
is a separate offense.")

Sec. 110-59. - Prohibited conduct.

(a)No person shall do any of the following in any park:
(l)CIimb or lie upon any tree, shrub, fence, statue, monument or fountain.
(4)Use any area for changing clothing, other than an area designated for that purpose.
(6)Disobey the lawful order of a police officer.
(8)Play, practice or otherwise participate in any game, sport or other recreational activity that
is destructive to the lawn, plants, walls, road, or other infrastructure of a park, except at or
upon places designated for that game, sport or recreational activity. By way of example, these
activities shall include but not be limited to wearing sneakers with cleats, playing rugby or
volleyball, or skateboarding off of park walls.
(9)Knowingly, or through reckless behavior, destroy or damage the lawn, plants, walls,
road, or other infrastructure of a park, except by written permission from the commissioner or
her/his designee.
(lO)Drive stakes, posts, poles or any other device or dig holes for the purpose of securing
stakes, posts, poles or any other device for any reason, including to erect a tent, stage or other
structure, except by written permission from the commissioner or her/his designee.
(12)Erect a tent or canopy with a finished dimension greater than ten feet by ten feet, or be
in possession of an erected tent or canopy with the same dimensions, without receiving the
written permission of the commissioner, as well as all other applicable permits required by this
Code. This rule shall not apply to Camp Allatoona.
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(13)Bring in, carry, possess, or permit a minor child one's custody to bring in, carry or possess,
glass containers except for authorized vendors who shall retain and remove from the park all
glass containers utilized in their activities. This rule shall not apply to the Chastain Park
amphitheater when performances are being given therein.
(15)Use a playscape or park bench for other than its intended use and/or purpose.
(17)Hang any sign, banner, or any other item from a tree located in the park.

Sec. 110-60. - Use of public parks at night.

(a) No person shall be in any park or upon any park lane or park drive between the hours
of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. daily, except that the hours for use of the Chastain Park
amphitheater are extended until 1:00 a.m. on nights when performances are being given in the
Chastain Park amphitheater as provided in section 110-59(c), or except if the person has a
festival or assembly permit for consecutive days and is performing duties not possible during the
normal festival or assembly hours.

(b)This section shall not prevent the use at any time of thoroughfares that are part of the system
of streets and highways of the city which traverse any part or portion of any public park.
(c)No person shall park any vehicle on any of the roads, drives, avenues or parking lots in any
park between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. daily. The chief of staff may provide a
parking permit exempting a vehicle from this rule, to any person(s) involved with a legitimately
permitted event occurring in any park, where the chief of staff finds that said person has a
legitimate need to park her/his vehicle in said park between 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Nothing in
this section shall limit the commissioner's authority to close portions of a park to traffic at other
times, as is provided in Code section 110-61.

Section 110-76:
Alcohol consumption in a park is prohibited except during permitted outdoor festivals.

WARNING PRIOR TO THE USE OF CHEMICAL AGENTS, IF NEEDED

1. Give dispersal order.
2. Announce intentions to use gas.
3. Prior to the use of gas, Allow time for innocent people to leave

Initial Dispersal Order Given by:

Date: Time: Witness:

Subsequent Dispersal Order Given by:

Date: Time: Witness:
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Subsequent Dispersal Order Given by:

Date: Time: Witness:
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